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Proline is an important amino acid that widely a�ects life activities. It plays an important role in the occurrence and development
of diseases. It is of great signi�cance to monitor the metabolism of the machine. With the great advantages of deep learning in
feature extraction, near-infrared analysis technology has great potential and has been widely used in various �elds. �is study
explored the potential application of near-infrared spectroscopy in the detection of serum proline. We collected blood samples
from clinical sources, separated the serum, established a quantitative model, and determined the changes in proline. Four
algorithms of SMLR, PLS, iPLS, and SA were used to model proline in serum. �e root mean square errors of prediction were
0.00111, 0.00150, 0.000770, and 0.000449, and the correlation coe�cients (Rp) were 0.84, 0.67, 0.91, and 0.97, respectively. �e
experimental results show that the model is relatively robust and has certain guiding signi�cance for the clinical monitoring of
proline.�is method is expected to replace the current mainstream but time-consuming HPLC, or it can be applied to rapid online
monitoring at the bedside.

1. Introduction

Amino acids are fundamental units of life, and the existence
of amino acids has also been detected in extraterrestrial
sources (such as meteorites). A crucial step in the chemical
evolution of life is the dehydration and condensation of
amino acids into peptides, which are the source of all life
[1, 2]. Polypeptides are required to fold into proteins in order
to perform biochemical functions. Amino acids have some
function other than their canonical function related to

protein synthesis. For example, amino can drive cell pro-
liferation and cell growth. Glutamate can act as a signaling
molecule that regulatescell function, especially for immune
cell function. Most amino acids can provide nutritional
functions. All in all, amino acids are essential for humanlife
activities.. Mainly, there are 20 amino acids inside the hu-
man body [3–5]. According to nitrogen balance experi-
ments, there are 8 kinds of amino acids that cannot be
synthesized autonomously, called essential amino acids, and
the remaining 12 kinds of amino acids, which do not need to
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be supplied by food, are called nonessential amino acids. In
addition to their role as a nutrition supporter, amino acids
have additional specific regulatory function such as proline.

Proline (Pro) is synthesized from glutamic acid (Glu),
the intermediate is c-glutarate-semialdehyde (GSA), which
spontaneously cyclizes to Δ-pyrroline-5-carboxylate (P5C)
[6, 7], and then, P5C is reduced to proline by P5C reductase
(P5CR) [8, 9]. Meanwhile, proline can be converted to
glutamate via proline catabolism regulated by proline de-
hydrogenase 1 (PRODH) and P5C dehydrogenase
(P5CDH), and in this process, the electron transport chain
(ETC) [10] in the redox of proline will increase the pro-
duction of ROS in mitochondria. Besides their harmful
effect, ROS also have signaling function, which may be an
important basis for proline to affect a wide range of cellular
processes. Numerous studies have shown that Pro influences
broad biological processes, including bioenergetics, differ-
entiation, growth, lifespan, and apoptosis. In addition,
proline is also closely related to oxidative stress [11–19].

According to the above findings, Pro is maintained at a
relatively constant level and renewed rapidly in our body, which
plays an important role in the initiation and development of
diseases. 5us, monitoring the changes of substance concen-
tration and metabolism under physiological and pathophysio-
logical conditions can contribute to the treatment and
prevention method of the disease. At present, amino acids in
blood determination methods include high-performance liquid
chromatography, amino acid analysis instrumentmethod, liquid
chromatography-mass spectrometry, capillary electrophoresis,
and gas chromatography [20]. In clinical practice, high-per-
formance liquid chromatography, base acid analysis instrument
method, and liquid chromatography-mass spectrometry are
used to detect the content of amino acids in patients [21].
However, most amino acids do not contain chromophores and
cannot be directly detected by commonly used ultraviolet and
fluorescence detectors [22]. It is usually necessary to perform
complex precolumn or postcolumn derivatization of the target
components to improve the sensitivity and separation selection
characteristics of instrument analysis. An amino acid analyzer is
considered the gold standard for quantitative analysis of amino
acid in biological samples [23]. Nevertheless, its main drawbacks
are the long test waiting time for the result and large sample
amount. In addition, the technical threshold of amino acid
analyzers is relatively high, mostly dependent on imports, and
the price is quite expensive. Nemkov et al. reported an improved
ultrahigh-performance liquid chromatography (UHPLC)-mass
spectrometry (MS)method, which runs for 3minutes to detect a
variety of amino acids in samples [24]. 5e improved method
exhibits several advantages, such as a fast, sensitive, and accurate
response, which can be used as a new metabolic diagnostic
laboratory approach alternative to amino acid analyzers.
However, this UHPLC-MSmethod has some disadvantages. For
example, the chromatographic part has higher requirements for
preprocessing conditions and the mobile phase and mass
spectrometers are expensive. UPLC-MS has strict requirements
for analysis conditions and high analysis costs, which limit
amino acid monitoring from further developing and becoming
morewidespread. Anyway, the conventional ways are expensive,
complex to operate, require professional personnel, and have

long detection times. Consequently, we need a detectionmethod
that is easy to handle, fast in analysis, low in detection cost, and
capable of being widely popularized, which is the current de-
velopment direction of amino acid analysis.

It has been reported that the use of near-infrared
technology to detect amino acids in biological samples
[25–30] has a certain prompting effect on our research.
5e near-infrared (NIR) [31] spectral range is
780–2526 nm. Over frequency vibration or rotation of
chemical bonds contained in organic substances can
obtain the absorption spectrum of the sample in the in-
frared region by means of transmission or diffuse re-
flection, which can be used to predict the unknown
chemical composition of samples. Among them, quanti-
tative analysis based on near-infrared technology is
gradually recognized by more and more people, and
relevant national and local industry standards are grad-
ually increasing, such as GB/T36691-2018, NY/T2794-
2015, and other national standards. 5ese national stan-
dards all use infrared technology to detect the content of
relevant components in substances. In addition, it has also
received attention in the fields of near-infrared quanti-
tative analysis, military industry, quality inspection, etc.,
and related models have been developed. 5e Xi’an In-
stitute of Modern Chemistry established a rapid deter-
mination of α-HMX impurity crystal form in octogen
(HMX) explosives by using near-infrared spectroscopy
[32]. In terms of the content method, the Zhongshan
Entry-Exit Inspection and Quarantine Bureau has
established dozens of quick-test textile quantitative
analysis models such as cotton/polyester, cotton/spandex,
and viscose/polyester [33]. After repeated verification and
improvement, they have been used in multiple exits. In the
daily inspection work of the Inspection and Quarantine
Bureau, Li Jingjing and others used online near-infrared
spectroscopy to monitor the polysaccharide content,
soluble solid content, and PH value of Chinese herbal
medicine oral liquid, which enhances the controllability of
the production process and helps improve different
batches of product quality consistency [34]. However, the
main substrate of blood is water. Due to the structural
characteristics of water molecules, their near-infrared
spectrum is susceptible to “disturbance” factors (tem-
perature, concentration, solute changes, etc.). When the
environment of the water molecule changes (equivalent to
adding other components to the water), the spectrum of
the water molecule will also change accordingly. In other
words, the near-infrared spectrum of water contains a lot
of information about solutes. Shao Xueguang carried out a
series of research work in this methodological field. With
the changes in “disturbance factors,” a quantitative and
qualitative analysis method of the solution system was
established [35], which is an important theoretical basis
for the detection of proline in blood in this study. It is
precisely because of the advantages of near-infrared
spectroscopy technology, such as simple operation, fast
analysis speed, low cost of detection, and nondestructive
samples, making near-infrared spectroscopy an ideal al-
ternative method for proline detection.
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Overall, proline metabolism plays an important role in
the process of occurrence and development of diseases.
5us, monitoring the changes in the concentration of
proline under physiological or pathological conditions is
significant for disease prevention and management in the
future. In this research, we established and optimized the
proline detection method based on the built-in TQ-
analysis algorithm, stepwise multiple linear regression
algorithm, partial least squares algorithm, interval partial
least squares algorithm, and simulated annealing, to
achieve rapid and nondestructive detection of serum
proline.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Materials and Instrumentation. 5e serum samples were
obtained from the Affiliated Hospital of Guizhou Medical
University (Guiyang, China), and the proline content was
determined by HPLC.5is study was approved by the Human
Research Ethics Committee at the Affiliated Hospital of
Guizhou Medical University. Fourier-transform near-infrared
spectra analyzer (Antaris II, 5ermo Fisher, Waltham, MA,
USA), transmission module sampling system, RESULT-Inte-
gration workflow design software, TQ Analyst 9 (5ermo
Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA), Omnic software
(OMNIC 8.2, 5ermo Nicolet Corporation, Waltham, MA,
USA) and MATLAB2019 were used for kinetic studies.

2.2. SampleCollectionandProcessing. Blood was collected by
the clinical nurse, and the fast serum tube was selected for
temporary storage and transferred to the laboratory at 4°
cold chain. After confirming that there was no hemolysis,
after confirming the receipt, we let it stand at room tem-
perature for 30 minutes. It was centrifuged at 3500 r/min for
5 minutes to separate the serum and stored at −80°.

2.3. Workflow Establishment and Serum Spectrum Collection.
We opened RESULT-Integration and created a new workflow.
5e workflow description information in the sample material
was “serum spectrum collection.” 5e spectrum collection
method in “sample specification” was the transmissionmethod
(transmissionmodule).5e number of scans set in “Number of
Scans” was 64. In the “Resolution” option, we made sure that
the resolution of the collected spectrum was 8 cm−1. In the
“Data format” option, we confirmed that the absorbance was
the spectral data format. We kept the sample in the refrigerator
at −80°C. Considering that room temperature andrelative
humidity may affect serum status, we control the room tem-
perature at24°C and humidity around 44%. In this environ-
ment, we took out the samples tobe tested from the refrigerator
and equilibrated at room temperature (2h). Wethen turned on
the Antaris II Fourier transform near-infrared spectrometer
andwarmed up the instrument (0.5h). After preheating, we
accurately pipet 300ul ofserum samples into a cuvette with a
5mm optical path length. After that, weopen the sample cell of
the instrument and put the cuvette with the sample intothe

sample cell. In order to eliminate the influence of the back-
ground, water blank control calibration was collected every
hour.

2.4. Sample Preparation and Reference Analysis of HPLC.
HPLC reference analysis was performed immediately after
the near-infrared spectrum of the sample was collected. We
aspirated 200 ul of the serum sample in a 1.5ml centrifuge
tube, accurately drew 30 ul of 0.72mg/mL c-aminobutyric
acid stock solution, and added it to a 1.5ml centrifuge tube
as an internal control; then, we added 600 ul of 3% sul-
fosalicylic acid solution to precipitate the protein centri-
fuged at 12000 r/min for 20 minutes, took the supernatant
for use. Derivatization treatment: Precisely pipette 200ul of
the above supernatant into a new 1.5ml centrifuge tube,
pipette 20ul of 0.63 mg/mL theanine stock solution as an
internal reference, add 120ul of acetonitrile solution, 20ul
of triethylamine solution, and the concentration of 100ul is
0.2 mol/l phenyl isothiocyanate acetonitrile solution, mix
well in a vortex shaker for 30s, seal with a parafilm, de-
rivatize in a constant temperature water bath at 40°C for 1
hour, take out and add 400ul of n-hexane, and mix in a
vortex shaker for 60s After standing for 10min. 5e su-
pernatant was taken into the sample. We chose a Hypersil
C18 column (250mm × 4.6mm, 5 μm), and the injection
volume per needle was 4 ul, the constant flow rate was 1ml/
min, the constant column temperature was 35°C, and the
detection wavelength was 254 nm; the mobile phase A is
ammonium acetate solution (PH=6.5, concen-
tration=0.05mol/l), and mobile phase B is acetonitrile.. 5e
time nonconcentration gradient was as follows: 0min, 0%
B; 0∼13min, 0∼5% B; 13∼16min, 5∼8% B; 16∼16.1min,
8∼2% B; 16.1∼30min, 2% B; 30∼32min, 2∼7% B;
32∼40min, 7∼17% B; 40∼54min, 17∼25% B; 54∼58min,
25∼30% B; and 58∼65min, 30∼60% B. 5e above results
were used as reference results for near-infrared analysis.
We took the corresponding volume of each standard stock
solution, added 0.1mol/l hydrochloric acid to make the
volume to 10ml, and mixed it well. 5e pretreatment
method was the same.

2.5. Spectral Data Analysis and Removing Outlier Samples.
TQ Analyst 9 (5ermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA,
USA) was used for NIR spectrometer control and data
analysis. We opened the original spectrum data in OMNIC
and saved the Matlab identifiable data. We imported the
CSV text file into MATLAB to save the work area. In the
quantitative method, after determining the concentration
information of each component and the standard spectrum
or characteristic spectrum range, the Mahalanobis distance
was calculated on this basis. Each standard spectrum was
ranked according to its distance from the mean, Dixon’ test
and Chauvenet’s criterion were used to test whether the
outlier difference was significant, and the Liqun spectrum
was eliminated.

Journal of Analytical Methods in Chemistry 3
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Figure 2: 5e HPLC chromatogram of amino acid, the arrow indicates proline, and amino acid mixed standard solution (a) and the serum
sample (b).
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Figure 1: Algorithm design diagram.
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2.6. Chemometric Methods

2.6.1. iPLS Variable Selection. 5e principle of iPLS was to
divide the entire spectral region into several subintervals,
establish a partial least square regression model in the
spectral region and each subinterval, and compare the ac-
curacy of each model. 5e subinterval of the model with the
highest accuracy value was the wavenumber range with the
highest correlation with the target component. Simulation
modeling is based on the iPLS algorithm. Optimal spectral
range was calculated in MATLAB. We compared the effects
of full-spectrum modeling and iPLS modeling.

2.6.2. Simulated Annealing to Select Characteristic Variables.
A vector V with a length of 1557 was used to store the
retention of the feature, and each feature was coded, 0
means removing the feature and 1 means retaining the
feature; the number of retained features was m. 5e op-
timization of this problem was actually to make 1 in the

feature retention vector V as few as possible (reduce the
number of features m), and the correlation coefficient
calculated according to the retained features was as large
as possible.

5erefore, the designed algorithm was as follows:

Step 1. We generated the initial feature retention
vector V, and the number of features m was less
than 1557. Partial least squares regression was
performed based on the current retained features,
and the correlation coefficient between the pre-
dicted value and the true value under the test set
was calculated.
Step 2. We rearranged the feature retention vector V
according to the current feature number m and
changed the distribution of retained features.
Step 3. We performed partial least squares regression
based on the current retained features and calculated
the correlation coefficient between the predicted value
and the true value under the test set.
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Figure 3: Serum NIR. (a) Original spectrum. (b) Second derivative/Norris derivative.

Table 1: Serum proline content and its grouping situation.

Statistics Number Max (mg/ml) Min (mg/ml) Mean± SD (mg/ml) CV

PRO Calibration set 118 0.008198 0.002004 0.005296± 0.001897 0.3581
Validation set 89 0.007682 0.001982 0.005213± 0.001832 0.3514
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Step 4. We determined whether to accept the new
feature retention vector V according to the optimiza-
tion algorithm.
Step 5. We determined whether the maximum number
of iterations was met, and if so, exited directly.
Step 6. We determined whether the correlation coef-
ficient was improved compared to the global value
under the new feature retention vector V. If there was
an improvement, we reduced the number of features m
and then executed Step 2; if there was no improvement,
we returned to Step 2.
5e algorithm design steps are shown in Figure 1.

5e simulated annealing algorithm was used to deter-
mine whether to accept the new solution, in order to
prevent the situation from being limited to the local op-
timum. 5e core of simulated annealing lies in the Me-
tropolis criterion:

P �
1, ΔE≤ 0,

e
−ΔE/T

, ΔE> 0.
 (1)

In the formula, P represents the probability of accepting a
new solution, ΔE is the function change value (in this calcu-
lation, it represents the difference between the previous corre-
lation coefficient and the next), and T is the temperature.ΔE≤ 0
means that if the solution becomes better, the new solutionmust
be accepted; ΔE> 0 indicates if the solution becomes worse, the
new solution will be accepted according to a certain probability;
that is, it will jump out of the local optimum.

2.7. Metrics for Evaluation. After the establishment of the
quantitative model, its performance needs to be evaluated.
5e main inspection indicators were the mean square error
(RMSEC), correlation coefficient (R), and root mean square
error of cross validation (RMSECV). 5e main calculation
formulas are as follows:

RMSEC �

����������

 Ci − Ci 

n



,

R �

�������������

1 −
 Ci − Ci 

2

 Ci − C( 
2




.

(2)

Ci is the value measured by the standard chemical
method, Ci is the value calculated by the near-infrared
method, C is the average value, and n is the number of
samples in the calibration set. 5e closer the R value is to 1

and the smaller the RMSEC, the better the stability of the
established model and the stronger the predictive ability.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Proline Content in Serum. All collected samples were
analyzed using the high-performance liquid chromatogra-
phy (HPLC) method described in Materials Method 4. A
representative serum chromatogram is shown in Figure 2,
which reflects that main amino acids in the serum were all
baseline separated. 5rough HPLC experiments, it was
found that the proline content in the serum was
0.005234± 0.001866mg/ml (mean± SD).5e regression
curve was Y� 0.3752x-14.28, R2� 0.9979. 5e highest pro-
line content in the sample was 0.008198mg/ml, and the
lowest proline content was 0.001917mg/ml. 5e sample was
randomly divided into two groups: calibration set and
validation set. 5e former was used for modeling and the
latter was used to test the accuracy of the model. Using the
Kennard–Stone (K–S) algorithm, by maximizing the Eu-
clidean distance between the selected object and the
remaining objects, the ratio between the two sets was even.
5e mean values of the two groups were 0.005296
± 0.001897mg/ml and 0.005213± 0.001832mg/ml, and the
coefficients of variation were 0.3581 and 0.3514, respectively.
5ere was no statistical difference between the two groups of
means, P> 0.05. 5e random grouping result can be used in
subsequent experiments. 5e results are shown in Table 1.

3.2. Near-Infrared Spectroscopy Basic Characteristics.
Based on the determination of serum proline, there were a total
of 207 spectral samples in this analysis. Figure 3(a) shows the
original near-infrared spectra of the collected samples. 5e
spectral uniformity was good, which better reflected the physical
and chemical properties of the serum. 5e NIR spectra features
with the overtones and combinations of species contain H
groups such as -OH, -CH, and -NH.5ewater content of serum
accounts for about 90%, and the H-OH structure has strong
absorption in the entire infrared spectrum [36].5e solvation of
water and the change of cluster structure had a great influence
on the structure of water. 5erefore, the near-infrared spectrum
of the solvent water in the solution also contains a large amount
of information about the solute [37]. By measuring the serum
spectrum, it is theoretically possible to analyze serum proline,
but data processing methods such as multivariate analysis are
required to calculate the information of a single molecule or
structure. It is known that the frequency-doubled spectrum
often contains the interference of some overlapping peaks, and

Table 2: Comparison results of preprocessing methods.

Rc Rp SEC SEP Offset RPD RMSEC RMSEP
Raw spectrum 0.40 0.27 0.00007 0.00011 −0.0459 14.39 0.00173 0.00183
1D+ SG 0.51 0.64 0.00009 0.00013 0.0210 14.34 0.00162 0.00139
1D+NO 0.74 0.74 0.00015 0.00013 −0.0209 14.51 0.00126 0.00124
2D+ SG 0.57 0.71 0.00011 0.00011 0.0227 14.34 0.00155 0.00130
2D+NO 0.74 0.77 0.00013 0.00018 −0.0013 14.49 0.00126 0.00125
Note: SEC, calibration set standard error; SEP, prediction set standard error; RPD, relative percentage difference.
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Figure 4: Prediction results of the (a) SMLR models, (b) PLS models, and (c) iPLS models.
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Table 3: Different algorithm optimization results.

Calibration set Validation set
LVs

Rc RMSEC Rp RMSEP
SMLR 0.8205 0.00108 0.8366 0.00111
PLS 0.8190 0.00108 0.6744 0.00150 4
IPLS 0.9045 0.000804 0.9074 0.000770 5
SA 0.9504 0.000588 0.9700 0.000449 5
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originalNIR cannot directly show the absorption peak of a single
substance or structure. Preprocessing the original spectrum,
improving the signal-to-noise ratio, and removing invalid
mutations are necessary steps to establish a high-performance
model. In order to eliminate problems such as baseline drift and
scattering effects, the second derivative (SD) can be a better
choice. On this basis, an image denoising method based on the
Norris derivative filtering algorithm is proposed. Norris noise
filtering can effectively remove the noise increase caused by the
derivative. Spectral preprocessing uses Second derivative/Norris
derivative (5th degree polynomial, 5 point window). 5e
spectrumprocessed by SD/Norris is shown in Figure 3(b), where
each spectrum contains 1557 points, that is, 1557 features.

3.3. Comparison of Spectral Preprocessing Results. In order
to solve the spectral drift or shift that appears in the
process of spectral measurement, derivative processing
is one of the important methods to purify the spectrum,
usually by first-order or second-order differential pro-
cessing. Derivative processing can also play a vital role
in amplifying and separating overlapping information.
However, it is important to note that the noise signal will
also be amplified when the spectrum is differentiated. In
order to avoid introducing new interference, it is nec-
essary to smooth the spectrum to improve the signal-to-
noise ratio and reduce random noise, thereby improving
the stability of the model. 5ere are two commonly used
smoothing methods, one is the classic Savitzky–Golay
filter and the other is the Norris derivative filter. Se-
lection of the derivative and smoothing were usually car-
ried out as needed. We evaluated the impact of 5 different
spectrum pre-processing methods on the accuracy of the
full-spectrum PLSR model verified by 207 repeated inde-
pendent models. 5e detailed results of the comparison
of each treatment method are shown in Table 2. We
synthesize the modeling parameters for each treatment
method. We determine that the derivative processing is the
second derivative, and the smoothing processing is Norris-
Derivative filtering. On this basis, the Rp of our established
model is 0.77, which is superior to other processing
methods.

3.4. Stepwise Multiple Linear Regression (SMLR) Result.
SMLR is a more commonly used method in NIR. After
each new independent variable is introduced forward, the
substituted independent variable must be recalculated to
check whether it continues to remain in the equation. We
value and use this as a basis for the introduction and
removal of independent variables alternately until no new
variables are introduced or removed. Based on this
principle, the wavenumber was selected as
(9503.48–7347.46 cm−1), and the modeling results were as
follows. It can be seen from Figure 4(c) that the perfor-
mance of the SMLR model was general and cannot meet
the experimental expectations because it may lose some
important spectrum information, thereby reducing the
predictive ability of the model.

3.5. PLS Results. PLS interacts with matrix factorization and
regression, so the eigenvectors are directly related to the
attributes of the sample. At the same time, it compensates for
the interference caused by light scattering and other com-
ponents, making the model more robust and suitable for
complex component systems, such as multiple analysis
samples of mixed solutions and biological fluids. Based on
the full-spectrum PLR modeling results shown in
Figure 4(b), the results of the calibration set and validation
set of the PLS model were both poor, and both were worse
than those of the SMLR model, which indicated that full-
spectrum (4000–10000 cm−1) information was redundant;
the variables needed to be further streamlined and the model
optimized.

3.6. iPLS Modeling Results. 5e model is built using tradi-
tional modeling methods, but the overall performance of the
built model did not lead to a satisfactory effect. In order to
optimize the model, using the idea of the iPLS algorithm,
the full spectrum is equally divided into N subintervals,
and PLS models are established in different wavenumber
ranges. Comparing different division methods and dif-
ferent characteristic wavenumber ranges, it is finally
determined that full spectrum was divided into nine
segments, and the wavenumber range was selected as
(7335.89–7999.28 cm−1) to establish the model with the
best effect shown in Figure 4(b). 5is is different from the
characteristic range of 7352 cm−1, 8620 cm−1, and
5988 cm−1 in proline solution determined by Tao et al.
[38]. 5is may be different from the stretching and de-
formation of the CH, COOH, and NH structure in the
proline structure. It is caused by the mutual interference
of other substances in serum. In fact, the idea of the iPLS
algorithm is to equally divide the entire spectrum
mechanically, which may have major risks such as
fragmentation or loss of characteristic signals, and it is
impossible to extract theoretically complete and effective
information. However, it should be noted that the spectra
of the serum samples are special, and there are a large
number of other solute effects, which are quite different
from the proline standard solution, and further analysis
is required.

3.7. SimulatedAnnealing (SA)ModelingResult. 5ere are too
many features in full spectrum. When performing regres-
sion, noncritical features can be omitted, which not only
improves the calculation efficiency but also improves the
accuracy of the regression. 5e simulated annealing algo-
rithm is used to screen 1557 features of full spectrum. 5e
essence of the algorithm is to address the problem of suf-
ficient feature information extraction. We know that the
spectral curves obtained in the experiment are composed of
1577 discrete points. 5us, the problem is transformed into
screening 1557 variables of the full spectrum, keeping or
removing each variable, as shown in Figures 5(a) and 5(b). In
the end, we build the model based on keeping all the var-
iables and calculate the relevant parameters so that the
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model can have the best effect. In the final result, the number
of retained feature variables was 201, and the correlation
coefficient of the built model increased to 0.9700, as shown
in Figures 4(c)–4(e).5is result had obvious advantages over
traditional modeling methods [39–41]. At the same time, the
effect of this model was also better than that of other models
in this study. 5e detailed comparison results are shown in
Table 3. However, some facts needed to be recognized that
the object of this study was the NIR characteristics of proline
in serum, not the NIR characteristics of a single proline
solution, which may have certain reference value for the
development of clinical serum spectroscopy applications.

4. Conclusion

Pro plays different roles during different biological processes,
affecting the biological processes in a living cell [12–14, 19]. For
example, proline metabolism involves the interconversion of
proline and glutamate, which via the sequential action of proline
dehydrogenase (ProDH) and P5C dehydrogenase converts
proline successively to P5C then to glutamate in mitochondria
[10]. 5is is a process that is directly linked to cellular energetics
through the respiratory electron transport chain, which is an
important part of regulating the redox equilibrium reaction.
Overall, proline metabolism plays an important role in the
process of occurrence and development of diseases. 5us,
monitoring the changes in the concentration of proline under
physiological or pathological conditions is significant for disease
prevention and management in the future.

In this study, we have developed a nondisruptive and
convenient method for rapid detection of proline in serum.
First, we took a traditional approach to developing models
using TQ Analyst 9 (5ermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham,
MA, USA). Preliminary experiments indicated that the
model directly established with raw spectral data as a var-
iable has poor effects. Due to this, various preprocessed
algorithms were used to deal with the raw spectral data to
ensure the high accuracy and precision of quantitative
models. From the perspective of spectral pretreatment
methods, the soil NIR spectra processed with different
pretreatment methods showed different modeling effects.
5e calculation result showed that the Norris derivative filter
was better than the Savitzky–Golay filter, while the second
derivative of the raw spectral data was better than the first
derivative. In overall consideration, we choose the raw
spectrum preprocessed method as the second derivative
spectrum+Norris derivative filter. Finally, by comparing the
four algorithms of SMLR, PLS, iPLS, and simulated
annealing, further optimization of the model is completed.
All in all, the final development of this research is based on
serum near-infrared spectroscopy to establish and optimize
the proline detection method, in which the simulated
annealing model is better than the traditional near-infrared
model. In addition, compared with traditional high-per-
formance liquid chromatography detection methods, this
nondestructive and rapid detection method has obvious
advantages, or it can achieve rapid nondestructive detection
of serum proline, providing new ideas for the development
of new detection methods in the medical field. However, this

requires more samples to confirm these results and develop
more robust detection models in further research.
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